SprayTek™ Acrylic Overlay

A Versatile High Performance Solution for Any Concrete Surface
Spray-Tek™ Overlay
- 200 ft² skimmed or sprayed
- 100 finished ft² per bag

Polymer/Modifier
- DuraSet™ 1000/1001
- Mix 4.5-5 quarts of polymer with one bag of G-100

C-Series Colorant
- ¾ cup per 50 lb bag*
• Acrylic concrete restoration and beautification coating designed for:
  – Interior
  – Exterior
  – Commercial
  – Residential
  – Horizontal
  – Vertical
Spray Texture
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Spray-Tek Features

- Salt, Alkali, UV, Stain, Oil, Gas, and Grease Resistant
- Freeze/Thaw Resistant
- Permanently seals against water, moisture and erosion
- Outstanding mechanical properties
Spray-Tek
Versatile Applications

- Logos
Spray-Tek
Versatile Applications

• Trowel Down
Spray-Tek
Versatile Applications

- Wood Look
Spray-Tek
Advantages

• Affordable
• Adds protection and resilience that concrete doesn’t provide
• Withstands harsh conditions
• Impact resistance, compression, and tensile strength are almost twice that of regular concrete
• Low product investment cost
• Small learning curve
• Added revenue from existing customer base
• Allows you to sell functionality of the product over concrete
• The SprayTek acrylic overlay system is so versatile you can match almost any style or look with one product
• Product not only beautifies, but improves existing concrete
Questions?

• Contact Concrete Coatings @ 800.443.2871
• Email: Josh@concretecoatingsinc.com